
The Classic Guide To Altering Patterns
Do you find yourself buying sewing patterns, only to realize that they don't fit your
body perfectly? Are you tired of making garments that are just "okay" rather than
pieces that make you feel fabulous? If so, then this article is for you. We will delve
into the classic guide to altering patterns, equipping you with the skills to create
custom-fit garments that flatter your unique shape.

Understanding Pattern Alterations

Pattern alterations involve making adjustments to a sewing pattern to ensure it
fits your body proportions accurately. Off-the-rack patterns are designed based
on standardized measurements, but very few people fit into these size categories
perfectly. By learning how to alter patterns, you can transform them into
customized pieces that highlight your best features and enhance your confidence.

Step-by-Step Guide to Common Alterations

1. Taking Accurate Measurements:
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The first step in pattern alteration is to take precise measurements of your body.
Utilize a measuring tape and follow a comprehensive measurement guide to not
miss any key areas. Remember to measure your waist, bust, hips, and any other
areas relevant to the chosen garment.

2. Choosing the Right Pattern Size:

Compare your measurements to the pattern's size chart to identify the closest
match. It's common for different areas of your body to fall into different sizes. In
such cases, choose the larger size and then adjust the pattern for the smaller
areas later on.

3. Adjusting Length:

If you are taller or shorter than the average height, adjusting the length of the
pattern pieces is necessary. Add or subtract inches at designated points to
ensure the garment sits at the right spot on your body.

4. Full Bust Adjustment:

If you have a larger bust than the pattern's designed cup size, a full bust
adjustment is crucial. This alteration guarantees that the fabric doesn't strain
across the bust, ensuring a flattering fit.

5. Small or Full Bust Adjustment:

On the other hand, if you have a smaller bust, you can perform a small bust
adjustment to eliminate any excess fabric in that area, resulting in a more refined
fit.

6. Waist and Hip Adjustments:



A majority of patterns are designed for an hourglass figure. If your waist or hips
are narrower or wider than the standard measurements, making waist and hip
adjustments will allow the garment to hug your curves perfectly.

Seamless Pattern Alterations Tips

1. Make a Muslin:

A muslin is a prototype of your garment created using inexpensive fabric. By
sewing a muslin first, you have the chance to test the pattern alterations without
using your precious fabric. This step ensures that you catch any fitting issues
early on.

2. Keep Track of Changes:

Documenting the alterations you made on the pattern itself is vital. This record
will serve as your reference for future projects. By keeping track, you will save
time on measuring and adjusting patterns in the future.

3. Take It Slow:

Pattern alterations can be overwhelming, especially for beginners. Take it one
step at a time and focus on mastering each adjustment before moving on to the
next. With practice, altering patterns will become second nature.

In

Altering patterns is an indispensable skill for every sewist. By learning how to
modify patterns to fit your unique body shape, you can steer clear of ill-fitting
clothing and turn your sewing projects into personalized works of art. Remember,
practice makes perfect, and with time, altering patterns will allow you to create
garments that make you look and feel like a million bucks!
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Good fit improves the comfort and appearance of any garment and is the reason
many people sew their own clothes. However, it's common to worry about ruining
a pattern when you cut it apart to make a fitting adjustment. The Perfect Fit
makes pattern alterations easy with proven methods illustrated step-by-step. This
complete guide includes analyzing a figure, measuring the body, customizing the
pattern, and fine-tuning the fit with small adjustments like moving buttons and
reshaping darts. The Perfect Fit shows how to change a commercial pattern sized
for millions of women into a sewing blueprint sized to fit your figure alone.

Altering patterns has never been easier, thanks to the help of 400 step-by-step
photographs!
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